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This Final Report was produced by the Komite Nasional Keselamatan 
Transportasi (KNKT), 3rd Floor Ministry of Transportation, Jalan Medan 
Merdeka Timur No. 5 Jakarta 10110, Indonesia. 

The report is based upon the investigation carried out by the NTSC in 
accordance with Annex 13 to the Convention on International Civil 
Aviation Organization, the Indonesian Aviation Act (UU No. 1/2009) 
and Government Regulation (PP No. 62/2013). 

Readers are advised that the KNKT investigates for the sole purpose of 
enhancing aviation safety. Consequently, the KNKT reports are confined 
to matters of safety significance and may be misleading if used for any 
other purpose. 

As the KNKT believes that safety information is of greatest value if it is 
passed on for the use of others, readers are encouraged to copy or reprint 
for further distribution, acknowledging the KNKT as the source. 

 

 

 

When the NTSC makes recommendations as a result of its 
investigations or research, safety is its primary consideration. 

However, the NTSC fully recognizes that the implementation of 
recommendations arising from its investigations will in some cases 
incur a cost to the industry. 

Readers should note that the information in NTSC reports and 
recommendations is provided to promote aviation safety. In no 
case is it intended to imply blame or liability. 
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INTRODUCTION 

SYNOPSIS 

On 20 November 2013, an Air Bus A320 operated by Indonesia Air Asia (IAA) was on 
schedule passenger flight from Adisutjipto Airport, Yogyakarta to Ngurah Rai Airport, 
Bali, with flight number AWQ 8411.   

At 00:36 the AWQ pilot requested taxi clearance and was cleared to taxi to holding point 
runway 27 via November Two (N2) by Adi Tower controller. The pilot reconfirm that the 
taxi way was N2 and requested to taxi via November Three (N3) taxiway. The Adi Tower 
controller reconfirm that the taxi way was N2 and continued by providing ATC clearance.  

The pilot tought that they were cleared to taxi to holding point runway 27 which was 
located on the taxiway N3, close to the runway 27 threshold. There was no other traffic 
communicated with Adi Tower controller. 

Prior the aircraft entered the runway the PIC shouted that there was an aircraft on final. 
Almost at the same time Adi Tower controller instructed to AWQ 8441 pilot to hold at 
present position. The PIC instinctively selected the throttles to reverse and applied brake to 
stop the aircraft and if possible moved backward. The aircraft stopped with the nose 
section 16 meters passed the yellow marking line of N2 taxiway on approximate heading 
170. 

A Boeing B737-900 operated by PT Batik Air on flight number ID 6360 was on regular 
passenger flight from Soekarno-Hatta, Airport Jakarta to Adisutjipto Airport Yogyakarta 
and was under control Yogya Approach controller.  

The Yogya Approach controller advised to the pilot that runway was clear and gave 
clearance to land if the runway insight.  

The BTK pilot reported that the runway insight when the aircraft was on 3.5 miles to touch 
down. The Yogya Approach controller advised the pilot to contact Adi Tower controller 
after landing. 

After saw that the AWQ aircraft has entered the runway, while the BTK aircraft was 
approximately at 600 feet, the Adi Tower controller advised to the Yogya Approach 
controller to instruct BTK pilot to go around. The instruction was not passed to BTK pilot 
with consideration that the BTK aircraft was on short final and a go around might 
jeopardized the safety of the flight. 

The Adi Tower controller instructed BTK pilot to go around, however this instruction was 
not acknowledge by BTK pilots. 

Just after touched down, the BTK pilot saw that of the AWQ aircraft was on taxiway N2 
and the nose section had entered the runway. The BTK pilot then applied the maximum 
manual braking and full thrust reverse and the aircraft stopped at approximately 100 meters 
to the AWQ aircraft position. 

Refer to the calculation the required landing distance for medium braking action was 6,614 
feet or 2,016 meters and for good braking action was 4,813 feet or 1,467 meters. The 
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landing distance of the BTK aircraft was approximately 1650 meters. The pilot action had 
avoided a collision between aircrafts. 

The investigation determined contributing factors involve in this occurrence were:   
• Misinterpretation between pilots and controller related to the position of holding point 

runway 27 and the taxi clearance had never been clearly clarified. 
• There was no transfer of control from Yogya Approach controller to Adi Tower 

controller and the landing clearance for the BTK flight was issued by Yogya Approach 
controller resulting to the initiative instruction from Adi Tower controller to BTK pilot 
to go around was not acknowledged by BTK pilots. 

During the investigation, the KNKT has been informed safety actions taken by Batik Air 
and Indonesia Air Asia that were considered relevant to improve of the particular 
condition. 

The KNKT issued several safety recommendations to address safety issues identified 
during the investigation to AirNav Indonesia and Directorate General of Civil Aviation 
(DGCA). 
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1 FACTUAL INFORMATION 
1.1 History of the Flight 

On 20 November 2013, the weather condition at Yogyakarta was heavy rain and 
became below minima for approach. Between 0002 UTC - 0005 there were two 
aircrafts rejected the landing and diverted to alternate airports. The airport was 
closed for operation between 0003 UTC – 0030 UTC. 

After the weather improved the airport operation was re-opened at 0035 UTC. The 
ATC reported that the actual weather was rain following by visibility 6 km, cloud 
broken at 1800 feet, temperature 23°C, dew point 22° C and QNH 1008 mbs. 

An Air Bus A320 operated by Indonesia Air Asia (IAA) was on schedule passenger 
flight from Adisutjipto Airport, Yogyakarta to Ngurah Rai Airport, Bali, with flight 
number AWQ 84111.  The aircraft was parked on parking bay number 4 and was 
pushed back heading east. At 0036 UTC the AWQ pilot requested taxi clearance 
and was cleared to taxi to holding point runway 27 via November Two (N2) by Adi 
Tower controller. The pilot reconfirm that the taxi way was N2 and requested to 
taxi via November Three (N3) taxiway. The Adi Tower controller reconfirm that 
the taxi way was N2 and continued by providing ATC clearance.  

The aircraft taxied as instructed via N2. The pilot assumed that they were cleared to 
taxi to holding point runway 27 which was located on the taxiway N3, close to the 
runway 27 threshold. There was no other traffic communicated with Adi Tower 
controller. 

Prior the aircraft entered the runway the SIC performed takeoff procedures 
including switched on the TCAS to TA/RA position. At 0039 UTC, the PIC 
shouted that there was an aircraft on final. Almost at the same time Adi Tower 
controller instructed to AWQ 8441 pilot to hold at present position. The PIC 
instinctively selected the throttles to reverse and applied brake to stop the aircraft 
and if possible moved backward. The aircraft stopped with the nose section passed 
the yellow marking line of November Two taxiway on approximate heading 170. 

A Boeing B737-800 operated by PT Batik Air on flight number ID 63602 was on 
regular passenger flight from Soekarno-Hatta, Jakarta Airport to Adisutjipto Airport 
Yogyakarta.  At 0038 UTC the aircraft has been established on localizer runway 27 
at 4000 feet and was under control Yogya Approach controller.  

 

The significant excerpts of the ATC ground based recorder in Yogya Approach 
                                                 

 
1 AWQ 8411operated by PT Indonesia Air Asia will be mentioned as AWQ 

2 ID 6360 operated by PT Batik Air will be mentioned as BTK 
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radio frequency (Area I) and Adi Tower radio frequency (Area II) were as follows: 

Communication between Batik Air Flight 6360 (BTK) and Yogya Approach 
controller (Area I) 

At 00:38 UTC The aircraft was on heading 110°. The pilot was instructed to 
maintain 4000 feet and to report when establish on localizer. 
The pilot acknowledged the instruction. 

At 00:38 UTC Yogya Approach controller informed that that there was another 
aircraft at approximately 25 Nm ahead and another information 
that there was an information from previous pilot landed on 
runway 27 informing that there was tail wind approximately 9 
knots on landing. The Yogya Approach controller then 
requested to the pilot to call when runway insight. This 
information was acknowledged by the pilot acknowledged. 

At 00:39 UTC Yogya Approach controller requested the pilot to report when 
runway insight. The pilot read back and would call when the 
runway insight. 

At 00:39 UTC Yogya Approach controller advised to the pilot that runway was 
clear and gave clearance to land if the runway insight. The pilot 
acknowledge that they were cleared to land when the runway 
insight. 

At 00:39 UTC The BTK pilot reported that the runway insight. The Yogya 
Approach controller acknowledged and informed that the 
aircraft was on 3.5 miles to touch down, then provided the 
clearance to land and advised the pilot to contact Adi Tower 
controller after landing. 

At 00:40 UTC The BTK pilot read back and acknowledged the clearance and 
instruction from Yogya Approach Controller. 

The communication excerpts of Adi Tower controller (TWR), AWQ pilots and 
BTK pilots (Area II) 

At 00:36 UTC Adi Tower controller provided a taxi clearance for AWQ pilot to 
taxi to holding point runway 27 via November Two (N2). The 
AWQ pilot reconfirmed the clearance and the Adi Tower 
controller had acknowledged by giving additional ATC 
clearance.  

At 00:38 UTC The AWQ aircraft started to taxi. 
At 00:39 UTC Adi Tower controller instructed the AWQ pilot to hold at 

present position and instructed BTK pilot to go around. 
At 00:39 UTC Adi Tower controller informed the AWQ pilot that there was an 

aircraft on short final.  
At 00:42 UTC The AWQ pilot reconfirmed to Adi Tower controller to ensure 

that they received the clearance to enter runway 27 via N2. 
At 00:42 UTC Adi Tower controller confirmed and provided another 

instruction to hold on N2. 
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At 00:43 UTC The BTK pilot contacted the Adi Tower controller.  
At 00:43 UTC The Adi Tower controller informed the BTK pilot, that the 

landing time was 00:42 UTC 
At 00:44 UTC The BTK pilot complained that the runway was not clear when 

they landed.   

The BTK pilot was able to see the runway at approximately 1500 feet and also able 
to see an aircraft taxi out to N2. 

During the interview, the Adi Tower controller on duty informed that when the 
BTK aircraft was passing 600 feet, the Adi Tower controller advised to the Yogya 
Approach controller to instruct BTK pilot to go around. The instruction was not 
passed to BTK pilot with consideration that the BTK aircraft was on short final and 
a go around might jeopardized the safety of the flight. 

Just after touched down, the BTK pilot saw that the AWQ aircraft was on taxiway 
N2 and the nose section had entered the runway. The BTK pilot then applied the 
maximum manual braking and full thrust reverse and the aircraft stopped at 
approximately 100 meters to the AWQ aircraft position. 

The Adi Tower controller had instructed AWQ pilot to return to apron via N3 and 
park on parking bay number 4, as well as instruction to BTK pilot to proceed to 
apron via N2.   

No one injured in the serious incident. 

The observation on the maintenance records indicated that both aircrafts were 
airworthy, all flight crew were held valid licenses, and all the controllers on duty 
were certified to conduct the duty. 

The ATC ground base recorder was in good quality and contained the 
communication between the aircrafts and controllers with some background 
conversations not pertinent to the flight. 
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1.2 Personnel Information 
1.2.1 Pilot in Command AWQ 8411 

Gender : Male 

Age : 60 years 

Nationality  : Indonesia 

Marital status : Married 

License  : ATPL 

Date of issue : 10 August 1987 

Aircraft type rating : Airbus A 320 

Instrument rating : 19 August 2013 

Medical certificate : Class I 

Last of medical : 30 September 2013 

Validity : 30 March 2013 

Medical limitation : Shall wear lenses that correct for 
distant vision and posses glasses that 
correct for near vision 

Last proficiency check : 19 August 2013 

Flying experience   

Total hours : 20,000 hours 

Total on type :  5,000 hours 

Last 28 days :  102 hours 05 minutes 

Last 7 days :  29 hours 38 minutes 

Last 24 hours :  6 hours 18 minutes 

This flight  :  07 minutes 

 

1.2.2 Second in Command AWQ 8411 

Gender : Male 

Age : 25 years 

Nationality  : Indonesia 

Marital status : Married 

License  : CPL 

Date of issue : 4 September 2009 

Aircraft type rating : Airbus A 320 
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Instrument rating : 26 July 2013 

Medical certificate : Class I 

Last of medical : 8 October 2013 

Validity : 8 October 2014 

Medical limitation : NIL 

Last proficiency check : 26 July 2013 

Flying experience   

Total hours : 3,100 Hours 

Total on type : 2,900 Hours 

Last 28 days : 71 Hours 49 minutes 

Last 7 days : 23 Hours 1 Minute 

Last 24 hours : 6 hours 18 minutes 

This flight  : 07 minutes 

1.3 Aerodrome information 
The Adisutjipto Airport lay out, received from local airport authority include 
taxiway N2, NP and N3.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Adisutjipto airport layout the holding position on N2 and N3 

 

According to the current AIP, the runway length was 2200 meter and the width was 
45 meters. The distance from the beginning runway 09 to taxiway N2 was 1750 
meters. 

The area of the runway incursion 
(red circle)
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Figure 2: The taxiway N2 and N3 in the red circle  

 

The November Three (N3) taxiway has been operated on trial condition since 27 
September 2012 as stated in the notification to airmen (NOTAM) which was valid 
up to 14 November 2012.  

On 12 December 2012, the second NOTAM was issued for the operation of this 
taxiway for taxi into apron only, which was valid until 15 January 2013.  

On 13 September 2013 a NOTAM was issued contain information of renaming the 
taxiway and detail taxiway information refer to Aeronautical Information 
Publication (AIP) Indonesia volume II dated 13 December 2012. The AIP 
amendment 34, issued on 13 December 2012 included information of the taxiway 
N3 however, the airport lay out has not been amended to include taxiway NP and 
N3.  

The Adisutjipto airport lay out, taken from JEPPESEN date 20 July 2012; 11-1 
which was according the AIP issued 7 September 2009. The JEPPESEN was a 
navigation chart provider that been used by most of the air operator worldwide, 
including the Indonesia Air Asia and Batik Air. The JEPPESEN refers to the AIP 
for updating.  

There was no revision of AIP Indonesia for taxiway N3 until the dated of the 
occurrence. 

The responsibility to amendment the AIP Indonesia is the Directorate of Navigation 
as part of the Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA).   
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Figure 3: The showed taxiway N2 in the red circle  

 

1.3.1 ICAO Annexes 
ICAO Annex 4, Chapter 1. Definitions, Applicability and Availability: 

RUNWAY-HOLDING POSITION – A designated position intended to protect 
a runway, an obstacle limitation surface, or an ILS/MLS critical/sensitive 
area at which taxiing aircraft and vehicle shall stop and hold, unless 
otherwise authorized by aerodrome control tower. 
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NOTE: In radiotelephony phraseology, the expression “holding point” is 
used to designate the runway-holding position. 

ICAO Annex 14, Chapter 3. 3.12 Holding bays, runway-holding positions, 
Intermediate holding positions and road-holding positions 

General 
3.12.1 Recommendation.— Holding bay(s) should be provided when the 
traffic density is medium or heavy. 
3.12.2 A runway-holding position or positions shall be established: 

a)  on the taxiway, at the intersection of a taxiway and a runway; and 
b) at an intersection of a runway with another runway when the former 

runway is part of a standard taxi-route. 
3.12.3 A runway-holding position shall be established on a taxiway if the 
location or alignment of the taxiway is such that a taxiing aircraft or vehicle 
can infringe an obstacle limitation surface or interfere with the operation of 
radio navigation aids. 
 

1.3.2 AirNav Procedures 
Some relevant information contained in the AirNav Indonesia, Standard Operating 
Procedure (SOP) for Adisutjipto Airport dated 1 April 2013, chapter 12. 
Coordination Procedures and 12.1 Between Yogyakarta Approach Unit and 
Adisutjipto Tower Unit are as follows: 

12.1.1 Departing aircraft. 

a.  For departing aircraft Adi sucipto Tower shall: 
1) Request start-up approval and intended level of the aircraft to 

Yogyakarta APP. 
2) Inform Yogyakarta APP the start-up time whenever the pilot 

request for ATC clearance and or start-up clearance but the 
aircraft still not ready for start-up. 

3) Issue ATC clearance to the pilot of the aircraft after approved 
altitude can be obtained from Yogyakarta APP. 

4) Obtain release clearance to Yogyakarta APP prior giving take-off 
clearance to the aircraft. 

5) Inform Yogyakarta APP the expected time of departure whenever at 
is anticipated delayed for aircraft to take-off, after release 
clearance has been obtained. 

6) Inform Yogyakarta APP if the aircraft will taxiing back track the 
runway in use. 

7) Inform Yogyakarta APP if the pilot is unable to comply with APP 
requirements. 

8) Inform Yogyakarta APP the airborne time of the aircraft. 
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b. For departing aircraft Yogyakarta APP unit shall: 
1) Issue start-up clearance and also when to delay the start-up time to 

Adi sutjipto Tower. 
2) Issue expected departure time to Adi sutjipto Tower whenever to 

hold the aircraft in short of the runway-in-use. 
3) Issue ATC clearance to Adi sutjipto Tower prior the aircraft 

commence taxiing and such ATC clearance in requested by Adi 
sutjipto Tower. 

12.1.2 Arriving aircraft 

For arriving aircraft Adisutjipto Tower shall. 
1) Inform Yogyakarta APP the vacant level by the time receiving 

informed information. 
2) Inform Yogyakarta APP if any aircraft executing missed-approach 

and it’s reason. 
3) Instructed the missed approach aircraft go around climb straight 

ahead to 2500 feet. 

12.1.9 Weather below minima operation 

Special ATC procedure for operation during weather below minima see 
Part V, para 5.18. 

The investigation found that the Part V of the SOP was blank and did not contain 
any information. 

12.1.11 Transfer of control 
a. Transfer of control for Air Traffic Control Service in conducted at 

Transfer Control Point (TCP). 
b. The responsibility of air traffic control service the aircraft 

maintaining altitude 2500 ft or below whenever operating within 
ATZ will remain under the control of Adisutjipto Tower. 

c. Transfer of control point from Tower to APP is at the time the 
aircraft leaving 2500 ft. 

d. Transfer of control point from APP to Tower is at the time the 
aircraft reaching 2500 ft except for landing arriving IFR flight. 

12.1.12  Transfer of communication 
a. Transfer of communication responsibility including flight 

information and alerting service is at the transfer of communication 
point. 

b. Communications service responsibility for aircraft cruising at 2500 
ft or below will remain at TWR frequency except when such aircraft 
operating within the CTR. 

c. Transfer of communication Point from TWR to APP is at the time the 
aircraft leaving 2500 ft, except for: 
1) IFR departure soon after the aircraft airborne. 
2) For local-flight intended to fly to Training Area after the 

aircraft reaching the TRA. 
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d. Transfer of Communication Point (TCoP) from APP to TWR is at 
time the aircraft leaving 2500 ft except for: 
1) For aircraft executing instrument approach is after the aircraft 

established Final Approach Course and leaving 2500 ft: 

Based on the SOP stated above, it can be concluded that the Adi Tower has 
authority for communication below 2,500 feet for departure and arrival aircraft. 

 

1.4 Flight Recorders 
The aircrafts equipped with Flight Data Recorder (FDR) and Cockpit Voice 
Recorder (CVR). The CVR of both aircraft has been overwritten due to electrical 
was powered to the aircraft for several times after the occurrence.   

 

1.4.1 Flight Data Recorder 

The FDR of the Air Bus PK-AXG was downloaded in the NTSC facility. The FDR 
data showed that the average taxi speed was of 6.4kts/hour when entering and on 
the taxi way N2 and was indicated stopped after 30 seconds of taxi period. The 
distance travelled during taxi on taxiway N2 was approximately 116 meters.  

 
Figure 4: AXG aircraft distance travelled and time on taxi way N2 pointed by 

the red arrows 

 

The A320 distance traveled & time on taxi 
way N2 shows as red arrows  
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1.5 Aircraft Information 
1.5.1 B737 900 Normal Configuration Landing Distance  

Referring to, the normal configurations landing distance can be referred to Boeing 
FCOM PI.12. 3. 

With flaps 40 and estimated landing weight of 67,369 kgs with assuming a tail 
wind 10 knots, the normal landing distance can be estimated using tables in figure 
5. 

 
Figure 5. The Boeing B737 NG FCOM PI.22.3 performance table of landing 

distance  
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2 ANALYSIS 
The analysis part of this Final Report will discuss the relevant issues resulting in this 
runway incursion occurrence involving a B737-800 aircraft on landing and A320 on 
taxi out at Adisutjipto Airport on runway 27.   

The investigation determined that there was no issue related to the aircraft and its 
systems. Therefore the analysis will focus on the following issues: 

• Transfer of control and communication 

• Taxi Clearance  

• Controller coordination 

• Go around from 600 feet  

• The stopping distance of the landing aircraft 

 

2.1 The Transfer of control and communication 
The examination on AirNav Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) subpar 12.1.11, 
subject Transfer of Control showed that; 

• The transfer of control for Air Traffic Control (ATC) Services shall be 
conducted at Transfer Control Point (TCP).The responsibility of ATC service 
are to the aircraft maintaining altitude 2500 feet or below whenever operating 
within Air Traffic Zone (ATZ) will remain under the control of Adi Tower. 

• Transfer of control point from Tower to APP for departure aircraft is at the 
time when the aircraft leaving 2500 feet; and, 

• The transfer of control point from APP to Tower for arriving aircraft is at the 
time the aircraft reaching 2500 feet except for landing arriving IFR flight. 

The examination on AirNav SOP subpar 12.1.12 subject; Transfer of 
Communication, showed that, the Yogya Approach shall transfer to Adi Tower for 
aircraft executing instrument approach is after the aircraft established Final 
Approach Course and leaving 2500 ft. 

On the day of the occurrence, in fact, parts of the ATC transcript showed:  

At 00:39 UTC Yogya Approach controller advised to the pilot that runway was 
clear and gave clearance to land if the runway insight. The pilot 
acknowledged that they were cleared to land when the runway 
insight. 

At 00:39 UTC The pilot reported that the runway was insight. The Yogya 
Approach controller acknowledged and informed that the aircraft 
was on 3.5 miles to touch down, then provided the clearance to 
land and advised the pilot to contact Adi Tower controller after 
landing. 
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Concerning to the information that the pilot called that the runway was insight at 
3.5 miles, the investigation assumed that with normal 3° glide slope the aircraft 
altitude would be 3° times 3.5 nm or approximatelly1050 feet. This indicated that 
control of the aircraft has not been transferred in accordance with the SOP 
communication transfer procedure on 12.1.12, where the communication shall be 
transferred at 2500 feet when established the localizer. 

The pilot of aircraft that was taxiing on the ground did not hear any other aircraft 
communicated in Adi Tower frequency. This condition has made the pilots did not 
aware of traffic on approach at Adisutjipto Airport. 

 

2.2 Taxi Clearance  
As described in ICAO Annex 4, Chapter 1. Definitions, Applicability and 
Availability: 

RUNWAY-HOLDING POSITION – A designated position intended to protect 
a runway, an obstacle limitation surface, or an ILS/MLS critical/sensitive 
area at which taxiing aircraft and vehicle shall stop and hold, unless 
otherwise authorized by aerodrome control tower. 

NOTE: In radiotelephony phraseology, the expression “holding point” is 
used to designate the runway-holding position. 

The ICAO Annex 14 stated 
3.12.3 A runway-holding position shall be established on a taxiway if the 
location or alignment of the taxiway is such that a taxiing aircraft or vehicle 
can infringe an obstacle limitation surface or interfere with the operation of 
radio navigation aids. 

Based on the definition of the ICAO Annexes, runway holding position should be 
established to all taxiways have alignment with the runway. Adisutjipto Airport has 
two taxiways align with the runway namely taxiway N2 and N3. The taxiway N3 
aligned with the beginning of runway 27 and it could be interpreted as holding 
point runway 27.  

At 00:36 UTC TWR provided the taxi clearance to AWQ pilots to taxi to holding 
point runway 27 via November Two (N2). The AWQ pilots reconfirmed that the 
clearance was via N2.  Adi Tower controller reconfirmed that the taxi way was N2 
and provided ATC clearance. The AWQ pilots acknowledged and read back the 
clearance.  

The AWQ pilot reconfirmed that the clearance was via taxiway was N2. The 
interview noted that the pilots thought that the holding point runway 27 was located 
at N3 taxiway, close to the threshold runway 27, and the best way to reach the 
holding point runway 27 without entering the runway was via N3 taxiway. 
However the pilots thought did not clearly clarified to the Adi Tower controller. 
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The Adi Tower controller reconfirmed that the taxiway was N2 with intention of to 
provide the landing aircraft with full runway distance to land then exit the runway 
via N3 to apron. 

There was no instruction by the Adi Tower controller for AWQ pilot to hold on 
short runway 27. Furthermore, according to the interpretation of alignment of 
taxiway N3 and the runway as the holding point runway 27 can be concluded that 
the AWQ pilot had been cleared to that position via N2 and the runway.  

This investigation concluded that the pilot thought related to the position of holding 
point runway 27 and the taxi clearance provided by the controller never been 
clearly clarified and resulted to misinterpretation.  

The FDR data revealed that the distance travelled on taxiway N2 was 116 meters. 
Refer to figure 1, the length of taxiway N2 was 100 meters, so that the aircraft was 
16 meters inside the runway. 

 

2.3 Controllers Coordination 
Refer to the AirNav SOP, the coordination between Adi Tower controller and 
Yogya Approach controller for departing aircraft can be summarized that the Adi 
Tower controller shall obtain approval from Yogya Approach controller prior to 
issue clearance for the engine start up, ATC clearance, takeoff and shall inform 
whenever an aircraft is about to enter the runway.  

The Adi Tower controller did not inform the Yogya Approach controller that the 
AWQ was about to enter the runway, as the Adi Tower controller assumed that 
the aircraft would stop prior to enter the runway. 

While the BTK aircraft was at approximately 600 feet, the Adi Tower controller 
advised the Yogya Approach controller to instruct BTK pilot to go around. The 
reason was due to that the AWQ aircraft had passed the runway holding position 
marking. However, the Yogya Approach controller did not instruct BTK pilot to 
go-around as he assumed that the aircraft was on short final and a go-around 
might jeopardize the safety of the flight. 

The Adi Tower controller also instructed the AWQ to hold at present position, and 
the AWQ pilot stopped the aircraft. However the aircraft had passed the runway 
holding position marking. 

Recognizing that the BTK aircraft continued to approach, the Adi Tower controller 
instructed the BTK pilot to make go around. The BTK pilot did not reply the 
instruction and continue to land. It was most likely that BTK pilots were still 
monitoring the Yogya Approach frequency as the last instruction from Yogya 
Approach controller was to contact tower after landing. 
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During the critical phase between 0038 UTC to 0039 UTC a series of ineffective 
communications occurred such as the following facts: 

• The AWQ pilot did not clarify to the Adi Tower controller concerning to the 
confusion of taxi routing; 

• The Adi Tower controller did not instruct the AWQ pilot to stop the aircraft 
prior to pass the runway holding position marking; 

• The advice to the Yogya Approach controller to instruct the BTK pilot to go 
around was not passed; 

• The cancelation of the landing clearance was not acknowledged due to BTK 
pilots were still monitoring Yogya Approach frequency. 

 

2.4 Go around from 600 feet 
The Boeing Flight Crew Training Manual (FCTM) chapter B737 NG FCTM 5.77 
subject Go-Around and Missed Approach – All Engine Operating, stated that: 

During an automatic go-around at 50 feet, approximately 30 feet of altitude is 
lost. If touch down occurs after a go-around is initiated, the go-around continues. 
Observe that the auto-throttles apply go-around thrust or manually apply go-
around thrust as airplane rotates to go-around attitude. 

Note: An automatic go-around cannot be initiated after touch down.  

The procedure indicated that a go-around can be performed as long as the aircraft 
has not touched down. 

The Instrument Landing System (ILS) Approach Procedure runway 09 of 
Adisutjipto Airport stated that Decision Altitude (DA) was 640 feet. This means 
that whenever an aircraft performs ILS approach and the pilot could not see the 
runway at 640 feet, a go around must be initiated. This indicated that a go around 
initiated at 600 feet can be performed safely.  

Refer to ICAO Document 8168, the pilot reaction time respecting to the correct 
attitude and height is approximately 3 seconds. This statements can be used as 
reference as human reaction time to make a decision.  

In fact, when the BTK aircraft was at approximately 600 feet, the Adi Tower 
controller advised the Yogya Approach controller to instruct BTK pilot to go 
around. The advice did not pass to BTK pilot as they perceive when the aircraft was 
on short final, it might jeopardize the safety of the flight. 
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2.5 The stopping distance of the landing aircraft 
Referring to Boeing FCOM PI.22.3, the normal configurations landing distance are 
shown in the red box.  

Calculation for landing with flaps 40 configuration, maximum manual braking, 
estimated landing weight of 67,369 kg and assuming a tail wind 10 knots, the 
landing distance are as follows: 

• In case of medium braking action, the landing distance will be 6,614 feet or 
2,016 meters. 

• In case of good braking action, the landing distance will be 4,813 feet or 
1,467 meters. 

 
Figure 6: The calculation of landing distance (in feet) refer to B737 NG FCOM 

PI.22.3 
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The BTK pilot planned to land with auto-brake selection at position 3. However, 
during touch down they saw that there was an aircraft on the runway, and then the 
pilot immediately applied a maximum manual braking and a full thrust reverse until 
the aircraft stop. The BTK pilot estimated that the aircraft had stopped 
approximately 100 meters from the AWQ position. It means that the landing 
distance was approximately 1650 meters.  

Refer to the calculation the required landing distance for medium braking action 
was 6,614 feet or 2,016 meters and for good braking action was 4,813 feet or 1,467 
meters. The action of BTK pilot in applying the maximum manual braking had 
avoided a collision between BTK and AWQ aircrafts.  
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3 CONCLUSIONS 
3.1 Findings 

The Komite Nasional Keselamatan Transportasi (KNKT) investigation revealed 
several findings as follows: 

1. Prior to the occurrence the weather at Adisutjipto Airport was raining and the 
airport operation was closed due to the weather below minima. The airport 
operation was re-opened at 00:35 UTC after the weather condition improved.  

2. The AWQ pilot was instructed by the Adi Tower controller to taxi to holding 
point runway 27 via N2 taxiway. 

3. The interview noted that the AWQ thought that the holding point runway 27 
was located at N3 taxiway, and the best way to reach the holding point runway 
27 without entering the runway was via N3 taxiway. However the pilots 
thought did not clearly clarified to the Adi Tower controller. 

4. The AWQ pilot was the only pilot communicated with Adi Tower controller 
during the taxi out. This condition caused the AWQ pilot assumed that there 
was no aircraft on approach.  

5. While entering the runway, the PIC of AWQ saw an aircraft on final runway 
09. The pilot immediately stopped the aircraft, and simultaneously Adi Tower 
controller instructed AWQ pilot to hold position. 

6. The PIC of AWQ intended to move the aircraft backward by activating the 
reverse thrust.  

7. The FDR data revealed that the distance travelled on taxiway N2 was 116 
meters, the aircraft was 16 meters inside the runway. 

8. The Yogya Approach controller informed the BTK pilot that the runway was 
clear and issued the landing clearance if the runway insight.  

9. The BTK pilot reported that the runway insight when the aircraft position was 
on 3.5 miles to touch down. The Yogya Approach controller re-issued landing 
clearance and advised the BTK pilot to contact tower after landing. 

10. After observed that the AWQ aircraft had entered the runway, the Adi Tower 
controller advised the Yogya Approach controller to instruct the BTK pilot to 
go-around. The Yogya Approach controller perceived that a go around when 
the aircraft was on short final might jeopardize the safety of the flight. 

11. Recognizing that the BTK aircraft continued to approach, the Adi Tower 
controller instructed the BTK pilot to make go around. The BTK pilot did not 
reply the instruction and continue to land. It was most likely that BTK pilots 
were still monitoring the Yogya Approach frequency as the last instruction 
from Yogya Approach controller was to contact tower after landing. 
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12. Refer to the calculation the required landing distance for medium braking 
action was 6,614 feet or 2,016 meters and for good braking action was 4,813 
feet or 1,467 meters. The landing distance of the BTK aircraft was 
approximately 1650 meters. The pilot action had avoided a collision between 
aircrafts. 

13. All communication between the pilots and controllers were in the good 
condition as recorded in the ATC ground base recorder with some background 
conversations not pertinent to the flight.  

14. There was no transfer of control and communication from Yogya Approach 
controller to Adi Tower controller until the aircraft landed. This was contrary 
to the AirNav SOP which stated that the transfer of control for arriving aircraft 
shall be performed at 2500 feet. 

15. The taxiway N3 has been used on trial condition since 27 September 2012 as 
stated on NOTAM and has not been included in the AIP Indonesia amendment 
34 and the JEPPESEN airport information. 

 

3.2 Contributing Factors3 
• Misinterpretation between pilots and controller related to the position of 

holding point runway 27 and the taxi clearance had never been clearly 
clarified. 

• There was no transfer of control and ineffective communication between 
Yogya Approach controller to Adi Tower controller resulting to the initiative 
Adi Tower controller to instruct the BTK pilot to go around did not 
acknowledge by BTK pilots. 

 

 

                                                 

 
3 “Contributing factors” is an event or condition that, if it occurred in the future, would increase the likelihood of an 

occurrence and/ or severity of the adverse consequences associated with an occurrence. 
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4 SAFETY ACTION 
Prior to issuing this draft final investigation report, the Komite Nasional 
Keselamatan Transportasi (KNKT) has been informed of safety actions resulting 
from this occurrence. 

 

4.1 PT Batik Air 
Following of the runway incursion on 20 November 2013 the PT Batik Air Safety, 
Security and Quality Directorate issued safety notice 004/SSQ/SN/XI/2013 dated 
26/11/2013, with subject; Traffic Awareness and Incident Reporting. Detail of the 
safety action included in the appendix of this report.  

The KNKT considers that the safety actions which have been issued by the operator 
were relevant to improve of the particular condition. 

 

4.2 Indonesia Air Asia 
As the follow up actions to this runway incursion incident has taken some actions 
and precautions by issuing safety awareness and notifications to all pilots, flight 
attendants, and dispatchers as the reminders to follow SOP and regulations.  

The Indonesia Air Asia management developed special SOP on the prevention of 
runway incursion and reviewed the training module on the standard Radiotelephony 
refers to ICAO Doc. 4444 Air Traffic Management, ICAO Doc. 9432 Manual of 
Radiotelephony. 

The KNKT considers that the safety actions which have been issued by the operator 
were relevant to improve of the particular condition. 
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5 SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS 
Based on the examination of the factual data and the findings, that contributed to 
the runway incursion occurrence on 20 November 2013 at runway 27 Adisutjipto 
Airport, Yogyakarta.  

The Safety issues collected on this final report are as follow;  

• Transfer of control and communication 

• Taxi Clearance  

• Controller coordination 

• Go around from 600 feet  

• The stopping distance of the landing aircraft 

• Aeronautical Information Publication 

During the course of investigation, the KNKT has been informed several safety 
actions from parties involved in this serious incident. KNKT considered that the 
safety actions taken by Batik Air and Indonesia Air Asia have been sufficient to 
improve the condition in order to prevent similar occurrence.  

Therefore the Komite Nasional Keselamatan Transportasi (KNKT) issued several 
safety recommendations addressed to: 

5.1 AirNav Indonesia of Adisutjipto Airport  
Series of ineffective communications occurred between Yogya Approach controller 
and Adi Tower controller and also between controllers and pilots. Furthermore, the 
examination on the AirNav Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) chapter 12.1.11, 
subject Transfer of Control and chapter 12.1.12 subject Transfer of Communication 
were the subject that related to the serious incident.  

It is require considering the possibility of these particular issues extends to the 
controllers other than Adisutjipto Airport.  

Therefore the KNKT recommends; 

a) To emphasis all Adisutjipto controllers to be consistent in the implementation 
of the SOP, particularly on transfer of control and transfer of communication.  

b) To ensure that the controllers well understands and implements the 
radiotelephony standard phraseology. 

c) To enrich the knowledge of the controllers concerning to the aircraft 
performance and operation. This refer to the finding that the controller 
perceived that an aircraft go around from short final might jeopardize the 
safety of the flight, while the aircraft procedure indicated that a go-around can 
be performed as long as the aircraft has not touched down. 

d) To ensure that the controller environment is free from any noise and non-
pertinent conversation. 
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5.2 Directorate General Civil of Aviation (DGCA) 
The taxiway N3 has been used on trial condition since 27 September 2012 as stated 
on the NOTAM and has not been included in the AIP Indonesia and the JEPPESEN 
airport information 

The KNKT recommends: 

a. To amendment of the AIP for Adisutjipto Airport to include the taxiway NP 
and N3 in the airport layout. 

b. To review the existing AIP publication system to ensure the amendment of the 
AIP to the current condition in timely manner. 

c. To review the controllers training program in order to enrich the knowledge of 
the controllers concerning to the aircraft performance and operation. This refer 
to the finding that the controller perceived that an aircraft go around from short 
final might jeopardize the safety of the flight while the aircraft procedure 
indicated that a go-around can be performed as long as the aircraft has not 
touched down.  
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6 APPENDICES  
6.1 Safety Notice Action from PT Batik Air 
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6.2 Safety Notice Action from AirNav Indonesia 
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6.3 Safety Notice Action from Indonesia Air Asia 
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6.4 Safety Notice Action from Adisucipto Airport, PT. Angkasa Pura I 
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